Read the book and watch the movie!
Learning Ally Featured Books: Movies

- **KW180** Thumbelina Hans Christian Andersen
  Grades K-3 | AD690L

- **HT152** The Adventures Of Captain Underpants: An Epic Novel
  Dav Pilkey Grades 2-5 | 720L

- **KW913** Apollo 13: How Three Brave Astronauts Survived A Space Disaster
  Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld Grades 2-5 | 630L

- **HV770** Charlotte’s Web E.B. White
  Grades 3-7 | 680L

- **KX041** Minions: The Junior Novel Brian Lynch
  Grades 3-7 | 700L

- **KV199** Pay It Forward Catherine Ryan Hyde
  Grades 3-7 | 610L

- **KM286** Wonder R.J. Palacio
  Grades 3-7 | 790L

- **HV743** The Last Battle C.S. Lewis
  Grades 3-12 | 890L

- **MM025** The Indian In The Cupboard Lynn Reid Banks
  Grades 4-7 | 780L

- **HV782** Because Of Winn-Dixie Kate DiCamillo
  Grades 4-7 | 610L

- **NA239** Middle School Mayhem Rachel Renee Russell
  Grades 4-8 | 670L

- **JJ931** The Boy In The Striped Pajamas John Boyne
  Grades 7+ | 1080L

- **KZ631** Tales Of The Peculiar Ransom Riggs
  Grades 7+ | 940L

- **KHS00** Divergent Veronica Roth
  Grades 9+ | HL700L

- **GS434** The Outsiders S.E. Hinton
  Grades 9+ | 750L

- **KM528** The Great Gatsby F. Scott Fitzgerald
  Grades 9+ | 1070L

- **GY113** The Kite Runner Khaled Hosseini
  Grades 10+ | 840L
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Check out books in best-selling series!

Learning Ally Featured Books from Best-Selling Series

**Pete The Cat And The New Guy** by James Dean
GRADES K-3 | AD510L

**Hooray For Fly Guy** by Tedd Arnold
GRADES K-3 | 270L

**Horrid Henry And The Mummy’s Curse** by Francesca Simon
GRADES 2-5 | 510L

**Nature Attacks (I Survived)** by Lauren Tarshis
GRADES 2-5 | 970L

**Thea Stilton And The Journey To Atlantis** by Thea Stilton
GRADES 2-5 | 650L

**A Big Day For Baseball (Magic Treehouse)** by Mary Pope Osborne
GRADES 2-5 | 400L

**Double Down** by Jeff Kinney
GRADES 2-8 | 1010L

**Serafina And The Splintered Heart** by Robert Beatty
GRADES 3-7 | 920L

**Tales From A Not So Friendly Frenemy** by Rachel Renee Russell
GRADES 4-8 | 740L

**Middle School Mayhem** by Rachel Renee Russell
GRADES 4-8 | 670L

**Glass Sword** by Victoria Aveyard
GRADES 9+ | HL770L
Learning Ally Featured Books
Summer Reading Together, Libraries Rock!

NA142  Sue McDonald Had A Book  Jim Tobin
       GRADES K-2
KZ704  Ada's Violin  Susan Hood
       GRADES K-3  820L
NA497  Let Me Finish!  Minh Le
       GRADES K-3  AD450L
KZ741  Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match  Monica Brown
       GRADES K-3  AD580L

KZ887  Mighty Jackie: The Strike-Out Queen  Marissa Moss
       GRADES K-3  770L
KY615  Waiting For The Biblioburro  Monica Brown
       GRADES K-3  AD880L
KZ951  Whoosh! Lonnie Johnson’s Super-Soaking Streams Of
       Inventions  Chris Barton
       GRADES 2-5  820L
NA530  Dorothea’s Eyes: Dorothea Lange Photographs The Truth
       Barb Rosenstock
       GRADES 2-7  580L

KY284  Sisters  Raina Telgemeier
       GRADES 3-7  GN290L
KZ964  The Key To Extraordinary  Natalie Lloyd
       GRADES 3-7  670L
KZ430  Ghost  Jason Reynolds
       GRADES 7-12  730L

KW445  All the Bright Places  Jennifer Niven
       GRADES 9+  830L
KV064  Chasing Windmills  Catherine Ryan Hyde
       GRADES 10+
NA054  A Week Of Mondays  Jessica Brody
       GRADES 10-12  HL640L
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